Thermal compensation for large volume metrology and structures
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Abstract

Ideally metrology is undertaken in well-defined ambient conditions. However, in the case of the assembly of large aerospace structures, for example, measurement often takes place in large uncontrolled production environments, and this leads to thermal distortion of the measurand. As a result, forms of thermal (and other) compensation are applied to try to produce what the results would have been under ideal conditions. The accuracy obtained from current metrology now means that traditional compensation schemes are no longer useful. The use of finite element analysis is proposed as an improved means for undertaking thermal compensation. This leads to a “hybrid approach” in which the nominal and measured geometry are handled together. The approach is illustrated with a case study example.
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1 Introduction

Assembly operations for large volume products as in the aerospace, marine, and automotive industries are predominantly carried out in large buildings with complex temperature distributions. Thermal variations of several degrees can often be measured across both vertical and horizontal distances. Over a 24 hour period, changes in temperature can reach in excess of 15°C. Depending upon the heating system of the space, localised temperature loads can also be present.

The standard temperature for metrology activities is recommended to be a uniform 20°C [1]. But in such large assembly areas, it is often impractical or costly to closely control the temperature. This means that uncertainty due to thermal expansion and other effects is often the largest contributor to dimensional measurement uncertainty. The problem is made worse since materials commonly used in such assemblies often have high coefficients of thermal expansion.

Practitioners and instrument vendors in large volume metrology have been aware of these limitations for some time [2, 3, 4]. The laser tracker is one of the most widely used instruments for coordinate measurement over several tens of metres. Commercially available laser trackers are often equipped with a “weather station” that continuously logs the temperature at the instrument. This means that software can be used to scale measurements which are taken. One approach is to use the coefficient of thermal expansion of the material of the measurand. This makes many assumptions. It supposes that the temperature of the measurand is uniform and the same as that of the measuring instrument: when dealing with large volumes this is seldom the case. Even if uniformity can be assumed, measurements at non-standard temperatures can be problematic [5].

What is required is a means for compensating for the fact that the ambient conditions in the measurement environment are far from perfect. One area which has been extensively investigated is compensation for thermal effects in machine tools [6, 7, 8]. This is a more difficult problem since temperature changes may arise not only from the ambient conditions but also from heat sources within the machine itself. The common approach is to model the physical system using finite element analysis (FEA) and hence predict the resultant deformations.

The aim of this paper is to explore a “hybrid approach” to metrology [9, 10] in which measurements of a component (in non-ideal conditions) are used hand-in-hand with a nominal geometry model of that component. There is then a need to be able to map between measurement space and the nominal space. It is proposed that finite element analysis can be used to achieve this. There is currently the ability to measure components with less uncertainty than ever before. However this increased accuracy of the measurements gives no advantage if the part being measured is itself highly distort due to thermal expansion. The significance of the proposed approach is that it provides the means for making such allowance without introducing significant additional uncertainty.

The next section considers the ideas of thermal compensation. Potential techniques range from simple linear scaling through to the use of analysis software. This leads into the use of the hybrid approach and finite element analysis (FEA). While FEA
can be a highly precise modelling tool, its accuracy depends upon the input data (parameters) it is given. An issue that arises is the trade-off necessary in practice between rapid processing of components and the need to set the parameters correctly. It is not clear that this has been investigated in any great detail. Section 3 considers a case study in which the thermal distortion of a simple component is modelled using FEA with default boundary conditions. It is found that good agreement with measured results is obtained (significantly better than the traditional use of the coefficient of thermal expansion) which suggests that choice of parameters may not be a very significant issue.
2 Thermal compensation

Perhaps the major challenge of dimensional metrology is that one is always working at the wrong temperature. It is desirable to measure components (and assemblies) at the standard temperature of 20°C, but it is not always practical so to do. This is particularly the case with large structures (such as aircraft parts) whose environment is an assembly shop with poor control of temperature (and other conditions). As a result, it is widely understood that thermal error is one of the dominant error sources in dimensional metrology.

Effectively there are three spaces in which decisions are being made (cf. figure 1). One is the space in which the component is designed (with nominal dimensions). Another is the “standard” environment is which measurement ideally would take place (for example at a temperature of 20°C) and for which the nominal dimensions are specified. The third is the nominal space and measurement environment in which measurement is actually carried (for example in factory with poorly controlled temperature). The move from design to the measurement space occurs when the component is manufactured. There is a need to be able to move to and fro between the two measurement environments so that results about one of them can inform decisions decisions made about the other. This paper is concerned with how the transform between the two measurement environments can be achieved.

One approach to metrology is to argue that measurement can take place in measurement environment provided that appropriate compensation (the transform) is applied to bring the results to the standard environment. An alternative view is that standard values can be transformed into the measurement environment so that appropriate decisions can be made there.

There are a number of methods for dealing with the transform between measurement environments. One which is commonly used in industry to compensate thermal effects [2] is known as “linear scaling” based upon the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) $\alpha$ of the material of the measurand. Here the amount of expansion or contraction is calculated based on the difference $\Delta T$ between the required nominal temperature and the averaged temperature across the measurement environment or a period of time. The transform is then based on applying an appropriate scale factor to the dimensions in one space to arrive at the other. This scale factor is $(1 + \alpha \Delta T)$ when passing from the standard environment to the measurement environment.

However there are drawbacks. The coefficient of thermal expansion is not always well-defined. It can vary between samples of the same material, and it can vary even across a component of a single material. The uncertainty of the values of the coefficient combines with the uncertainties in measuring dimensional values and temperature to increase the overall uncertainty of the measuring process.
An alternative method is not to deal with the coefficient of thermal expansion per se, but instead to consider the results of measuring positions on the physical model and considering the corresponding points on the nominal model, which is usually provided as some form of geometric (CAD) model. A geometric transform is then sought to map between these two sets of points. This can be taken to be the combination of a rigid-body transform and an overall scale factor. This process is commonly known as finding a “7-parameter best fit transformation” [11]. The scale factor that is found effectively takes the place of the coefficient of thermal expansion.

The approach assumes that thermal effects are homogeneous. However, in many cases, thermal errors can be significantly different in different directions and rotations [5].

A refinement of the approach is to consider the transform required for different subparts of features of a measurand. Separate transforms, derived for each of these, can be interpolated across the entire measurand to form an overall transform [12].

A fourth approach to dealing with the transform is to use the finite element method (FEM) to establish a map from the nominal CAD model to the measured component. This involves using the CAD data as the basis for a mesh model of the measurand. The effects of changes in temperature are simulated using the finite element analysis (FEA). The result is a distorted model which “predicts” what happens in measurement space.

There are usually two stages to the solution process for FEA. The first uses data for temperature at various measured points (on the measurand) to establish the temperature at every node on the mesh model. The second stage is to use this complete set of nodal temperatures to determine the deformation of the measurand. Since the first stage may need to be iterative to deal with variations in temperatures over a time period, it may require a large amount of processing.

What emerges from the above discussion is that a CAD model is often used as the basis for the nominal model, while the measurand itself acts to define measurement space. This has led to the proposal of a hybrid approach [9, 10] as suggested in figure 2. In the upper part of the figure, the nominal geometry (provided by the CAD model) is used to make predictions about how deformations occur. In the lower part, metrology techniques are used to inspect the measurand. The results from the two parts can then be compared and conclusions drawn.

A number of problems exist. As more variables controlling the inspection process are taken into account so there is more uncertainty introduced into the results. These variables may be difficult to control and may require to the user to have a good understanding of their implications.

While FEA systems can potentially give very precise results, their accuracy depends upon the quality of the input data. As more parameters are introduced, it is more difficult to ensure that the data is good. For example, when a thermal analysis is performed, the FEA software needs to make use of boundary conditions concerning heat flow in terms of radiation and convection. However it is often not clear how the relevant values should be set. It has been suggested that extensive preliminary experimentation is required with a FEA model in order to ensure good understanding
and specification of parameters [13].

In practice, the possibility of undertaking extensive preliminary work may not exist. It is often desired to be able to take appropriate measurements of a component (and its environment) and immediately deduce the required compensation. It seems to be an unresolved question as to how accurate or effective such an approach can be. To try to obtain some insight into possible magnitudes of errors, the next section considers the measurement of a simple component. Thermal effects are modelled using default values for boundary conditions, and the experimental and analysis results are compared.
3 Case study example

The example is based around an assembled structure created to represent a simplified aircraft fuselage. It consists of four identical sub-assemblies. Each sub-assembly is formed from two flange plates and eight T-sections. These are manufactured from aluminium alloy. They are bolted together to create the cylindrical form shown on the left in figure 3 with a diameter of 750mm and a height of 355mm. The assembled structure formed from the four sub-assemblies has a height of 1420mm and is shown on the right of the figure.

The interest was in the effects of localized heating. To achieve this, eight heating pads were wrapped around parts of the structure as shown in figure 4. Each heating pad had a contact surface area of $400 \times 300$ mm. The layout of the heating pads was chosen to generate non-symmetric thermal expansion on the assembly and hence to induce bending and twisting.

The assembly was supported on an aluminium tooling plate using three tooling balls with a kinematic (3-2-1) mounting configuration [14, 15]. This means that one point (at the base of the structure) is fixed and the rest of the structure can move around it. A second point (again on the base) is constrained to move linearly by allowing a tooling ball to move along a channel. A third point (on the base) has its tooling ball constrained to move on a planar metal plate.

The surface temperature was measured at thirteen points on the structure using type T thermocouples. An additional thermocouple was used to monitor the ambient temperature.

The deformation at four points was measured during the heating process using a
laser tracker. Spherically mounted retroreflectors (SMRs) were fixed at four points on the structure at suitably chosen surface and hole positions.

Figure 4: Experimental set-up

The heating process lasted 90 minutes. Rapid heating took place during the first 30 minutes with the rate reducing after this. This resulted in a temperature variation across the structure (top to bottom) of approximately 10°C. Temperatures were logged every minute and the deformation of the structure was measured using the SMRs every 15 minutes. The heating profile recorded by the thermocouples is shown in figure 5.

To model the heating process appropriately using FEA, a coupled thermal-structural model was created in ANSYS [16]. This involved two stages. The first was a transient thermal analysis used to simulate and determine the thermal distribution across the structure under the given heating condition. This was based on the use of the measured temperatures. Since the rate of heat input varied, it was necessary to perform the transient analysis by time-stepping and this meant that the this stage took several minutes to complete its calculations. The default settings for the software for boundary conditions (such as convection and radiation) were assumed.

The results of the thermal analysis were temperature values at each of the finite element nodes. In the second stage, these nodal temperatures were input to a static
structural ANSYS model to calculate the deformation of the assembly under thermal loadings. Since this was a one-off calculation, the calculation time was less than two minutes.

Results for thermal and structural analyses are shown in figures 6 and 7 respectively. Figure 6 shows that the temperature decreases at nodes higher up the structure and that the vertical arm towards the front of the figure is at a higher temperature than the other three. This accords with the expected effects of the heating pads. As a result, the warmer vertical arm deforms to a greater extent than the rest of the structure as is confirmed by figure 7.

Results for deformation of the structure are shown in figures 8, 9, 10. These show deformations associated with the four locations of the SMRs: each deformation has been resolved into three mutually perpendicular directions denoted by $x$, $y$, $z$ (cf. figure 4). The figures give the deformations calculated using the FEA package, and the deformations obtained using the laser tracker.

The SMRs were measured sequentially. When a measurement of an SMR was taken, 1000 values were recorded and averaged so that errors (due to any noise, vibration, etc.) could be eliminated. There was a 5 minute gap between each measurement episode and the number of episodes was 19 to cover a time interval of 90 minutes. As an indication of the characteristics of this process, table 1 gives values of mean and uncertainty (taken as twice the standard deviation) over the 1000 samples for each SMR at the final measurement episode.

Additionally, the figures show the deformations predicted using linearly scaling based on the coefficient of thermal expansion. This is obtained as follows. For each measurement position $P$, the vector from the fixed origin $O$ of the mounting plate was formed. This was increased in length by the appropriate factor and the new position of $P$ (relative to $O$) was obtained.

Figure 5: Heating profile
As expected from the heating regime, the major expansion of the structure was in the z-direction. There is good agreement between the measured deformation and that obtained using FEA. The “linearly scaled” values also gives some agreement in the z-direction; it seem consistently to over-estimate the expansion.

The results for the x- and y-directions suggest that bending is induced by the heating. In both directions, the FEA shows somewhat less close agreement with the measured deformations, and it consistently underestimates the values. However, it arguably still provides a good estimate of the measured results. However, the linear scaling method fails to produce any agreement with the measurements (or the FEA values).
Figure 7: Structural analysis

Figure 8: Comparison of $x$-deformations
Figure 9: Comparison of $y$-deformations

Figure 10: Comparison of $z$-deformations
4 Conclusions

There is a dichotomy between the need to undertake metrology at a standard temperature and the ability to be able to do this. This is particularly true when dealing with large structure such as parts of aircraft. As a result various forms of compensation are adopted: the component is measured in non-ideal conditions and the results modified to correspond to ideal ones. Effectively one is working in two spaces, the nominal and the measurement, and the compensation scheme provides a map between these.

The state of the art in metrology, driven by increasingly demanding product specifications, requires more sophisticated compensation methods than those traditionally used (such as linear scaling based on the coefficient of thermal expansion of the material).

What is proposed is the use of finite element analysis (FEA). This can be used to model distortion away from the situation at standard temperature, and hence can convert measurements taken at other ambient temperatures to the standard if this is required. There are however challenges involved. There is a need to understand the various parameters involved in a FEA model and to be able to set these appropriately. This may require some experimental work to be undertaken to investigate appropriate values. There may be time constraints on whether such work can be undertaken and there is potentially a trade-off between ease of use and accuracy.

A simple case study example has been presented to illustrate the ideas. Here FEA has been used to model distortions of a component due to heating. Default values were used for the various boundary conditions. Good agreement was achieved between the analysis results and those obtained by measurement. The agreement was significantly better than that achieved with the use of linear scaling, thus indicating the need for an improved approach to thermal compensation. That good agreement was achieved may also suggest that the setting of FEA parameters is not too great an issue.
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